The study considers the problem of evaluating the expected disk head movement when the SCAN disk scheduling policy is used to answer a batch of queries. The two cases examined are: (a) the batched queries are based on primary key values, and (b) each query in the batch is based on secondary key values.
we concentrate on its evaluation for the following two problems. First, we consider the case that a set of queries based on primary key values are to be answered from the file. For example, suppose that a set of transactions based on account numbers is to be processed using an account file. The required disk head movement may be drastically reduced if the transactions are considered as a batch (instead of performing them on a FCFS basis). The same case arises when we have an individual query based on a secondary key value. For example, the request may ask for all the employees holding a Ph.D. degree. A secondary index on the values of the attribute DEGREE normally provides the set of primary key values which hold each particular degree (e.g.B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D. etc. [12] ). Second, we consider the case that a batch of queries based on secondary key values are to be answered. This is a more general case because each query in the batch forms another batch of records.
For the rest of this study we make exactly the same assumptions made in [1, 4] . In particular, we assume (a) that the file occupies N consecutive cylinders, (b) that the physical addresses on the records which satisfy a batch are sorted on ascending cylinder number and that the cost of sorting is negligible. A direct consequence of this assumption is that batching may well apply to any primary file structure, (c) that the SCAN scheduling policy is applied to answer the requests. We note that according to SCAN the disk head travels alternatively from the outer to the inner cylinder, (d) that the query processing program is dedicated to the satisfaction of the queries to the file. This excludes the possibility of changing the direction in which the head moves in order to serve some other System request, and (e) that the disk head is initially positioned over the first cylinder of the file and is ready to move towards the inner cylinders of the disk.
We call first (last) record of a query the one residing closer to the outer (inner) cylinder. After processing all the queries there is no need for the head to return to the first cylinder.
In both these earlier works [1, 4] a replacement model was implicitly assumed and estimates for the expected cost were derived. The term replacement (nonreplacement) model implies that the probability for locating a record in a specific cylinder in the file remains (does not remain) constant when the cylinder has already been accessed for locating another record in the batch. A direct consequence of this assumption is that hit cylinders are non-distinct (distinct). In Sections 2 and 3 we examine these two problems by assuming both the replacement and the non-replacement model and derive two exact formulae for each case. Besides, for the second problem a new approximate formula is derived. If the batch size is small (large) compared with the file size, the non-replacement (replacement) model assumption is more realistic, in practice, the two models determine the two bounds on the disk head movement. In the last section the results are discussed.
Batched search for primary key values.
In this section we assume that the batch ofueries based on primary key values are to be satisfied from the file. In [4] it is assumed that the SCAN disk scheduling policy is used to answer the batch. This implies that the queries are satisfied by moving the disk heads forward starting from the first cylinder of the file. In 1-4] it is also proved that the total expected distance traveled by the disk head is : (1) ( N -1)q/(q+ 1) i.e. q/(q+ 1) of the portion of the file will be searched for satisfying the batch. It is noted that similar formulae for other environments exist in [6-8, I0, 12] . Formula (1) is exact although it is based on successive approximations. Here we will a give a Lemma by using combinatorial analysis (as suggested in [14] ) and then (a)for the sake of completeness we will give another proof of formula (1) by assuming the replacement model, and (b) we will provide a new accurate value by assuming the non-replacement model.
LEMMA.
Under the replacement and the non-replacement model, the probability distribution of the length of the subintervals (a) between any two successively hit cylinders or (b) between the first cylinder and the first hit cylinder or (c) between the last hit cylinder and the last cylinder respectively is:
where N is the total number of cylinders, n is the length of the subinterval, q is the magnitude of the query and C(a, b) is the number of the a-choose-b combinations.
PROOF. For the non-replacement model see [2] which proves (3). Consider now the first case for the replacement model. If the records are assumed to be retrieved from the non-distinct cylinders then the number of ways that q records can be selected from N cylinders is C ( N + q -1, q) [3] . It follows that if the q records are retrieved from the first ( N -n ) non-distinct cylinders exactly, where n is the last not visited cylinders, then the number of ways that this may happen is:
C(N + q -n -l , q ) -C ( N + q -( n + l ) -l , q ) = C(N + q -n -2 , q -l ) .
The probability that this may happen is derived by dividing the above number by the total number of selections of q records from N non-distinct cylinders. The same result holds for the other two cases which proves (2).
• Note that as expected P(N,n,O)= P(N,n,O)= 0 and P(N,n, 1 ) = P(N,n, 1) = 1/n. 
PROOF. The expected distances traveled are:
Formulae (4, 5) follow easily by using the properties of combinations [3] .
•
Batched search for secondary key retrieval.
In this section we consider the case when m queries based on a secondary key value are to be satisfied. For example, if we assume that m = 2, then two possible queries are "Retrieve all employees where DEGREE = M.SC," and "Retrieve all employees where SALARY > 30000". In [1] it is observed that the total disk head movement may be reduced if instead of satisfying each query on a FCFS basis the sytem performs the index searches for all the m queries. The fact that the pointer part for each index is usually ordered in terms of the cylinder number, track number etc. to be accessed allows the system to perform the following variation of the SCAN policy: odd (even) numbered queries are served by accessing the cylinders on which the records satisfying the queries reside on an ascending (descending) sequence. (Note : The possibility of searching all records to all the queries in one scan has been excluded due to the complication involved in the software required.)
The analysis in [1] proceeds as follows. Let qi be the number of records satisfying each of the m queries (1 < i _< m). It is argued that if the disk head covers a distance of:
cylinders, then the first query has already been answered and the second query is ready to be searched. In this way for the ith step the disk head travels a distance of:
cylinders. Finally, it is proved that the total expected distance traveled in order to answer all m queries, each retrieving records from qi non-distinct cylinders (l _< i _< m), is :
\ i=1 q i + q i + l + l -r e + l + ( N -l ) .
A theorem proved in [1] states that (6) is minimized if the queries are arranged in descending order of magnitude according to the q records they contain. The above analysis is approximate. This can be proved by means of the Lemma. Without loss of generality, suppose that the ith query has been answered, where i is even. Then according to the analysis in [1] , the disk head will be positioned on the top of the cylinder with number:
A = ( N -1)(qi+qi+l)/(qi+qi+l + 1).
Then the probability that at least one record of the (i+ 1)th query will be retrieved from an inner cylinder is:
For large values of qi this relation is finally simplified to :
( N -1 ) / ( N -l + q , ,~) .
This formula gives the probability that after the ith query is answered at least one record of the (i + 1)th query will be retrieved from an inner cylinder. Therefore, the approximation involved in [1] will give optimistic results. Note, also, that the simplification in the derivation of relation (7) underestimates this probability even more. We overcome the deficiency of the previous analysis by using conditional probabilities. We proceed to exact analysis and conclude to two new formulae for the expected distance traveled by the disk head according to both replacement and non-replacement models. 
~n = o ( N -l -n ) P ( N , n , ql). According to Theorem 1 this distance is ( N -1)ql/(q , + 1).
The expected distance traveled for answering the second query is" N -1 r -I
P(N,r, ql) ~ P(N,s, q2) x
r = O s = O x (r--s)+ ~ ( N -l -s -t ) P ( N -s , t , q 2 -1 ) + t = O N -1 N -1
+ ~ P(N,r, ql) ~ P(N,s, q 2 ) x r = O s m r x ( s -r ) + ~ ( N -l -s -t ) P ( N -s , t , q 2 -1 ) . t = O
This expression is explained as follows. Suppose that the last record of the second query lies in an inner cylinder compared with the last record of the first query. Then the distance between them has to be covered. This distance is expected to be N -I r --1
P(N,r, ql) ~ (r-s)P(N,s, q2)
where r(s) is the number of the inner cylinder in which the last record of the first (second) query is stored. Therefore, after having reached the innermost cylinder hit by the second query, the direction of the head movement is reversed.
The expected distance traveled for answering the second query is:
P(N,r, ql) ~ P(N,s, q2) r = O s = O t = O ( N -1 -s -t ) P ( N -s , t, q2 -1)
where t is the number of the outer cylinder in which the first record of the second query is stored. Thus, the first (second) part of the expression represents the expected distance traveled "in case that the last record of the second query lies at an inner (outer) cylinder compared with the last record of the first query. Finally, after summation over all the m queries formula (8) is derived by using the properties of combinations [3] .
• THEOREM 3. Given a set of m queries, each retrievin 9 records from qi distinct cylinders (where 1 < i <_ m), to be searched in a file residin,q in N consecutive cylinders, the expected distance traveled by the disk head is:
PROOF. Similar to Theorem 2.
Formulae (8, 9), although exact, are computationally expensive. In the next section it will be shown that formula (6) is a very close approximation of formula (8) . Now we will provide a new approximate formula to be used in place of formula (9) .
COROLLARY. Formula (9) can be approximated by:
t~OOF. With a similar reasoning as in [1] and by using formula (3) instead of (I) the proof follows easily.
Concluding remarks.
The concept of batching refers to a means of scheduling the queries in order to achieve better utilization of computer resources. In fact Schneiderrnan and Goodman argued that the potential reduction of processor demand may well reduce the response time [10] . The present study estimated the expected disk head movements while batched searching is based on primary or secondary key values. The aim of this section is twofold. First, to compare the results derived in this paper with results reported in [1, 4] . Second, to list a number of other studies which relate to batching. The search is performed by moving the disk head in only one direction. Section 2 derived two exact formulae, one of them new. Table 1 presents the expected value of cylinders traveled by the disk head by applying formulae (2, 3). As can be proved easily with simple algebra, the replacement model always leads to smaller values than the values of the non-replacement model. When batching in secondary key values, secondary indexes are first accessed to provide the actual record addresses. Addresses are ordered and searched by alternating directions in which the disk head moves. Table 2 9) and (6, 10) . It is worth noting that approximations are very close to the exact results. In fact we observe that for the values in table 2 the deviation is less than 0.5 %. Therefore our analysis validates the previous work and the approximate formulae may be used instead of the computationally expensive exact ones. The results also obey the rule of the Theorem in [1] , which is based on the approximate analysis, namely that queries ordered in descending magnitude are answered more efficiently.
We finish this section by placing our results in perspective with some other results on searching for a number of keys. Batching has also been studied in terms of physical block accesses. The early work in [10] and recently in [8] derive approximate and exact formulae for the expected number of block accesses for successful searching of sequential and hierarchical files. In [7] new expressions are for partly or completely unsuccessful search of sequential or hierarchical files. In this stud), we did not concern ourselves with the problem of evaluating the number of disk blocks transferred. This problem has been extensively studied in the past. In [15] a non-replacement model is assumed and a formula is derived giving the expected number of block hits when blocks are randomly selected. In [9] a combination of multi-key hashing and inverted indices is proposed to achieve better clustering and less block transfers. In [t6] it is assumed that the records do not have equal probabilities to be accessed and formulae are derived giving the expected number of blocks transferred when searching a sequential or random file. One possible extension of the study is to consider a batch of queries based on secondary key values and to try to determine in advance the optimum query satisfaction for more general environments than those in [1] . A result along this direction is reported in [5] . If this is done then it is worth evaluating the distance traveled by the disk head when the optimum sequence is applied. Finally, the determination of the distance traveled by the disk head when the probabilities of visiting a cylinder are not equal is also worth investigating.
